Introduction of contents
The first part of this supplemental material reports the proof of the sequentially weaker nitrogen limitation in the application of the MNL, NUL and PNL nitrogen limitation schemes. The second part contains figures (S1-S6) that provide complementary information to support our results and conclusions in the main text.
Proof of the progressively weaker nitrogen limitation
We prove under the same soil mineral nitrogen availability and fluxes of F S ,input and F S ,uptake that the application of MNL, NUL and PNL schemes leads to progressively weaker nitrogen limitation.
We first prove F MNL,uptake < F NUL,uptake , where, without confusing the readers, the subscript S was removed.
Because substrate S is limited, F MNL,uptake < F NUL,uptake is equivalent to
which is reduced to F S ,uptake − F S ,input < F S ,uptake , a condition always holds.
We now prove F NUL,uptake < F PNL,uptake . This requires
By rearranging the terms of (S-2), we have to show
which after some rearrangement becomes
Since (S-4) is the definition of substrate limitation for the NUL scheme, it always holds under substrate limitation.
We now finish our proof. Figure S1 . A demonstration of the tracer transport accuracy of BeTR. The Hydro water is water simulated with the biophysics module in the ACME land model. BeTR water is water tracer tracked in BeTR. Ideally, the linear fit should be one to one. 
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